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We consider a two-machine ﬂowshop scheduling problem with identical jobs. Each of these jobs has
three operations, where the ﬁrst operation must be performed on the ﬁrst machine, the second
operation must be performed on the second machine, and the third operation (named as ﬂexible
operation) can be performed on either machine but cannot be preempted. Highly ﬂexible CNC machines
are capable of performing different operations. Furthermore, the processing times on these machines
can be changed easily in albeit of higher manufacturing cost by adjusting the machining parameters
like the speed and/or feed rate of the machine. The overall problem is to determine the assignment of
the ﬂexible operations to the machines and processing times for each operation to minimize the total
manufacturing cost and makespan simultaneously. For such a bicriteria problem, there is no unique
optimum but a set of nondominated solutions. Using E-constraint approach, the problem could be
transformed to be minimizing total manufacturing cost for a given upper limit on the makespan. The
resulting single criterion problem can be reformulated as a mixed integer nonlinear problem with a set
of linear constraints. We use this formulation to optimally solve small instances of the problem while a
heuristic procedure is constructed to solve larger instances in a reasonable time.
& 2012 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.1. Introduction
In this paper, we study the problem of scheduling n identical
jobs each of which has three operations to be performed on two
machines placed in series. One of the operations can only be
performed on the ﬁrst, the other one by the second machine. The
third operation is ﬂexible meaning that it can be performed by
either one of the machines. Besides such ﬂexible operations, we
also consider the controllability of the processing times of each
operation on these machines. In the scheduling literature, there
are a number of studies considering ﬂexible operations and
controllable processing times separately. However, this is the
ﬁrst study that considers both of these simultaneously through a
bicriteria objective.
In most of the deterministic scheduling problems in the
literature, job processing times are considered as constant para-
meters. However, various real-life systems allow us to control the
processing times by allocating extra resources, such as energy,
money, or additional manpower. Under controllable processing
times setting, the processing times of the jobs are not ﬁxed in
advance but chosen from a given interval. The processes on thell rights reserved.
).CNC machines are well known examples of how the processing
times can be controlled. By adjusting the speed and/or feed rate,
the processing times on these machines can easily be controlled.
Although reducing the processing times may lead an increase in
the throughput rate, it incurs extra costs as well. Controllability of
processing times may also provide additional ﬂexibility in ﬁnding
solutions to the scheduling problem, which in turn can improve
the overall performance of the production system. Therefore, in
such systems we need to consider the trade-off between job
scheduling and resource allocation decisions carefully to achieve
the best scheduling performance.
Study of the controllable processing times in scheduling was
initialized by Vickson [16]. He drew attention to the problems of
least cost scheduling on a single machine in which processing times
of jobs were controllable. Nowicki and Zdrzalka [9] worked on two-
machine ﬂowshop scheduling problems, for which Janiak [4] showed
that the problem of minimizing makespan is NP-hard for a two-
machine ﬂowshop with linear compression costs. Karabati and
Kouvelis [6] discussed simultaneous scheduling and optimal proces-
sing time decision problem for a multi-product, deterministic ﬂow
line operated under a cyclic scheduling approach. Yedidsion et al. [18]
considered a bicriteria scheduling problem of controllable assignment
costs and total resource consumption. Wang and Wang [17] studied
a single machine scheduling problem to minimize total convex
resource consumption cost for a given upper bound on the total
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machine ﬂowshop scheduling problem with controllable job-
processing times under the objective of determining the sequence
of the jobs and the resource allocation for each job on both machines
in order to minimize the makespan. Gultekin et al. [2] considered a
cyclic scheduling environment through a ﬂowshop type setting in
which identical parts were processed. The parts were processed with
two identical CNC machines and transportation of the parts between
the machines was performed by a robot. Both the allocations of the
operations to the two machines and the processing time of an
operation on a machine were assumed to be controllable. Shabtay
et al. [12] proposed a bicriteria approach to maximize the weighted
number of just-in-time jobs and to minimize the resource consump-
tion cost in a two-machine ﬂowshop environment. Shabtay and
Steiner [14] provided a survey of the results in the ﬁeld of scheduling
with controllable processing times.
There are several studies on decision rules for the assignment
of the ﬂexible operations in ﬁxed processing time production
environment. Gupta et al. [3] studied a two-machine ﬂowshop
processing nonidentical jobs that the buffer has inﬁnite capacity.
Each job had three operations, one of which was a ﬂexible
operation. The assignment of the ﬂexible operations to the
machines for each job was determined under the objective of
maximizing the throughput rate. They showed that the problem is
NP-Hard and developed a 3/2-approximation algorithm and a
Polynomial Time Approximation Scheme (PTAS). Crama and
Gultekin [1] considered the same problem for identical parts,
under different assumptions regarding the number of jobs to be
processed and the capacity of the buffer in between the machines.
For each problem, alternative polynomial time solution proce-
dures are developed. Ruiz-Torres et al. [11] studied a ﬂowshop
scheduling problem with operation and resource ﬂexibility to
minimize the number of tardy jobs.
Our study is the ﬁrst one that considers both assignment of the
ﬂexible operations and the controllability of processing times at
the same time through a bicriteria objective. We assume the
processing times to be controllable with nonlinear manufacturing
cost functions. As a consequence of the controllability of the
processing times and the dynamic assignment of the ﬂexible
operations from one part to the other, although the jobs are
assumed to be identical they may have different processing times
on the machines. Consequently, they are identical in the sense
that, they all require the same set of operations. The problem is to
determine the assignment of ﬂexible operations to one of the
machines along with the processing time of each operation under
the bicriteria objective of minimizing the total manufacturing
cost and makespan.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In the next
section, we state the problem deﬁnition and formulate it as a
nonlinear mixed integer problem to determine a set of efﬁcient
discrete points of makespan and manufacturing cost objectives. In
Section 3, we demonstrate some basic properties for the problem
which will be used in the development of the algorithm that will
be discussed in Section 4. We perform a computational study in
Section 5 to test the performance of our proposed algorithm by
comparing it with an exact approach. Section 6 is devoted to
concluding remarks and possible future research directions.2. Problem deﬁnition and modeling
There are n identical jobs requiring three operations to be
performed by the two machines placed in series. There is always
space for the new parts in the buffer space between the machines
and preemption is not allowed. All jobs are ﬁrst processed by the
ﬁrst machine and then by the second machine. The ﬁrst (second)operation can only be performed by the ﬁrst (second) machine.
The third operation can be performed by either one of the
machines. Due to the ﬂowshop nature of the problem, the third
operation must be performed after the ﬁrst or before the second
operation as in Gupta et al. [3] and Crama and Gultekin [1]. The
assignment of the ﬂexible operation to one of the machines for
each job is a decision that should be made.
Furthermore, the processing times are not ﬁxed predeﬁned
parameters, but they are controllable and can take any value in
between a given lower and an upper bounds. For job j, the
processing times of the ﬁxed operations on the ﬁrst and the
second machines are denoted by f 1j and f
2
j , respectively and the
processing time of the ﬂexible operation is denoted by sj. These
denote the actual processing times on the machines. The parts are
identical in the sense that their processing time functions are job
independent. However, actual processing times of the parts on the
machines may differ from one job to another. The second decision
is to determine the values of these processing times.
The manufacturing cost of an operation for the CNC machines
can be expressed as the sum of the operating and the tooling
costs. Operating cost of a machine is the cost of running this
machine. Tooling cost can be calculated by the cost of the tools
used times tool usage rate of the operation. Kayan and Akturk [7]
showed that manufacturing cost of a turning operation can be
expressed as a nonlinear function of its processing time. Although
we consider the manufacturing cost incurred for a CNC machine,
our analysis is valid for any convex differentiable manufacturing
cost function.
We present the notation used throughout the paper below.
Note that, since the jobs are identical, the index j denotes the job
in the jth position.
Decision variables
f ij processing time of the preassigned operation of job j on
machine i, i¼1,2 and j¼ 1,: :,n
sj processing time of the ﬂexible operation of job j on the
assigned machine
xj decision variable that controls if ﬂexible operation of job
j is assigned to machine 1 or not
Tj,i starting time of the jth job on machine i
Cj,i completion time of the jth job on machine i
Parameters
J set of jobs to be processed
n number of jobs to be processed, 9J9¼ n
O operating cost coefﬁcient of machines ($/time unit)
Fiðf ijÞ manufacturing cost function incurred by job j on
machine i
SðsjÞ manufacturing cost function incurred by the ﬂexible
operation of job j on the assigned machine
f il,f
i
u processing time lower and upper bounds of the preas-
signed operations on machine i, respectively
sl,su processing time lower and upper bounds for the ﬂexible
operations, respectively
b tooling cost exponent (note that, bo0)
A1,A2,As tooling cost multipliers for the 1st, 2nd, and the ﬂexible
operations, respectively
Having these notations, the manufacturing cost functions for
the preassigned and ﬂexible operations can now be written as
follows:
Fiðf ijÞ ¼ O  f ijþAi  ðf ijÞb for i¼ 1,2 and j¼ 1, . . . ,n ð1Þ
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Note that, due to physical constraints of the manufacturing
properties of job j and the maximum applicable power of CNC
machines the processing times cannot be reduced indeﬁnitely.
Therefore, we use the lower bounds, f 1l , f
2
l , and sl, for operation
process times.
We can formulate the bicriteria problem as a mixed integer
nonlinear program as follows:
Min Z1 ¼
Xn
j ¼ 1
X2
i ¼ 1
f ijþ
Xn
j ¼ 1
sj
0
@
1
A  O
þ
X2
i ¼ 1
Xn
j ¼ 1
ðf ijÞb  Aiþ
Xn
j ¼ 1
ðsjÞb  As ð3Þ
Min Z2 ¼ Tn,2þ f 2nþsn  ð1xnÞ ð4Þ
s:t: Tj,1ZTj1,1þ f 1j1þsj1  xj1, jZ2 ð5Þ
Tj,2ZTj1,2þ f 2j1þsj1  ð1xj1Þ, jZ2 ð6Þ
Tj,2ZTj,1þ f 1j þsj  xj 8j ð7Þ
T1,1Z0 ð8Þ
f ijZ f
i
l 8i and 8j ð9Þ
sjZsl 8j ð10Þ
xjAf0,1g 8j ð11Þ
Eq. (3) is the ﬁrst objective function, which minimizes the total
manufacturing cost. Eq. (4) is the second objective function which
minimizes makespan. Constraints (5) and (6) express the condi-
tion that the jth job can start on the ﬁrst (resp., second) machine
only after the previous job is completed on this machine. Con-
straint (7) states that the processing of a job on the second
machine can be started only after the processing of this job is
completed on the ﬁrst machine. Constraint (8) is the nonnegativ-
ity constraint of the variable T1,1. Lower bounds of the processing
times of the ﬁrst, second, and ﬂexible operations are represented
by the Constraints (9) and (10), respectively.
Since the formulation has two challenging objectives, there is
no unique optimal solution but an inﬁnite set of nondominated
(efﬁcient) solutions exist. T’kindt and Billaut [15] deﬁned that a
point (Zb1,Z
b
2) is said to be efﬁcient with respect to cost and
makespan criteria if there does not exist another point (Zd1,Z
d
2)
such that Zd1rZb1 and Zd2rZb2 with at least one holding as a strict
inequality. As discussed by these authors, one of the methods
used in the literature for generating nondominated solutions for
such bicriteria problems is the so-called E-constraint approach.
This method represents one of the objectives as a constraint with
an auxiliary upper bound and optimizes over the second objec-
tive. By searching over different values for the upper bound one
can generate a set of discrete nondominated points. We will make
use of this approach to generate nondominated solutions for our
bicriteria problem. Manufacturing cost objective is a convex
nonlinear function which cannot be linearized. On the other hand,
makespan objective is a nonlinear function which can be linear-
ized with a reformulation. We use the makespan as a constraint
and optimize over the manufacturing cost objective in order not
to have the nonlinearity in the constraint set. Therefore, our
problem turns out to be minimizing total manufacturing cost for agiven upper limit, E, on the makespan.
Model 1 : Min Z1
s:t: Z2rE
Constraints ð5Þ2ð11Þ ð12Þ
Constraints (5), (6), (7), and (12) of Model 1 includes the
multiplication of two variables. After replacing sj  xj with y1j and
sj  ð1xjÞ with y2j , these constraints can be linearized which yields
the following model with a nonlinear objective function but a set
of linear constraints. Here yij represents the processing time for
ﬂexible operation of job j on machine i and M is a large number.
Model 2 : Min Z1
s:t: Tn,2þ f 2nþy2nrE ð13Þ
Tj,1ZTj1,1þ f 1j1þy1j1, jZ2 ð14Þ
Tj,2ZTj1,2þ f 2j1þy2j1, jZ2 ð15Þ
Tj,2ZTj,1þ f 1j þy1j 8j ð16Þ
sjM  ð1xjÞry1j rsjþM  ð1xjÞ 8j ð17Þ
M  xjry1j rM  xj 8j ð18Þ
y2j ¼ sjy1j 8j ð19Þ
Constraints ð8Þ2ð11Þ ð20Þ
2.1. Characteristics of the problem
The cost functions given in Eqs. (1) and (2) are strictly convex
and have unique minimizers for f ij,sj40. Kayan and Akturk [7]
showed that a processing time value greater than the minimizer
of the cost function is inferior both in terms of the manufacturing
cost and any regular scheduling measure. Therefore, the optimal
processing time values will never exceed the minimizers of these
functions which are the natural upper bounds of processing
times. These are denoted by fiu and su. Since the cost functions
are convex and differentiable, these minimizers can be deter-
mined using the derivatives. Then, we have f 1u ¼
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
O=ðA1  bÞb1
q
,
f 2u ¼
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
O=ðA2  bÞb1
q
, and su ¼
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
O=ðAs  bÞb1
q
. Note that, the manu-
facturing cost function is a monotonically decreasing function for
f ijr f
i
u and sjrsu.
Crama and Gultekin [1] showed that the optimal assignment of
ﬂexible operations in ﬁxed processing times case can be found in
polynomial time. Using the same idea behind Johnson’s algorithm
[5], for the ﬁrst nr jobs the ﬂexible operations are assigned to
the second machine and for the remaining ones they are assigned
to the ﬁrst machine. Here, r can be calculated using the following
formula:
r¼ ðn1Þ  ðf
2þsf 1Þþs
2  s ð21Þ
By deﬁnition, r must be an integer. If this equation produces a
noninteger value, then the optimal makespan, Cmax, is found using
either the largest integer smaller than r, brc, or the smallest
integer larger than r, dre, and the following formula holds:
Cmax ¼minfðf 1þn  f 2þðnbrcÞ  sÞ,ðn  f 1þ f 2þdre  sÞg ð22Þ
Fig. 1 represents an efﬁcient frontier of makespan and total
manufacturing cost objectives. In this ﬁgure, Z1 denotes the
manufacturing cost and Z2 denotes the makespan value.
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manufacturing cost objective because processing the jobs at their
upper bounds allows to achieve minimum manufacturing cost. At
point C in Fig. 1, Z1 is at the minimum value (Z
min
1 ) while Z2 is at
the maximum value (Zmax2 ). This point is reached when the
processing times are set to their upper bounds.
When we focus on any regular scheduling measure, the smaller
the processing times, the better the objective function value. When
the processing times are set to their lower bounds, we get point A in
Fig. 1. However, if the calculated r value is not an integer, one of the
machines will be idle which is unavoidable when the processing
times are assumed to be ﬁxed. This may incur extra cost. However
controllability allows us to prevent idleness by increasing some of the
processing times of jobs and changing the assignment of the ﬂexible
operations. Increasing the processing times to cover the idle time
reduces the manufacturing cost without increasing the makespan.
Therefore, a schedule can be obtained with the same makespan value
but at a lower cost. This idea will be highlighted via examples in the
next section. In such a situation, old solution A becomes a dominated
point. The new point is a nondominated point, which is represented
by B in Fig. 1. At point B, Z1 has its maximum value (Z
max
1 ) and Z2 has
its minimum (Zmin2 ).2.2. Numerical examples
In this section, we present two examples to demonstrate the
beneﬁts of controllable processing times over ﬁxed processing
times case.Fig. 2. Gantt charts for the two cases in
Fig. 1. Efﬁcient frontier of makespan and total manufacturing cost objectives.Example 1. Let us consider two cases, one of which assumes ﬁxed
processing times and the other has controllable processing times.
Case1: Fixed processing time case.
Let n¼5, the processing times be f 1j ¼ 1:2, f 2j ¼ 2, and sj ¼ 1:8 8j,
and the operating cost of machines, tooling cost multiplier, and
tooling cost exponent be O¼4, A¼8, and b¼2, respectively.
Using the solution procedure developed by Crama and Gultekin
[1], the optimal makespan value is found to be 14.8 time units.
The Gantt chart of the optimal solution is depicted in Fig. 2a, in
which the ﬂexible operations of jobs 3, 4, and 5 are assigned to
the ﬁrst and the remaining ones are assigned to the second
machine. With given parameters, the associated total manufac-
turing cost of this solution is 62.62.
Case2: Controllable processing time case.
Let us consider the same parameters as in Case 1 with the
addition that the processing times now given as ranges
1:2r f 1j r4:7, 2r f
2
j r2:8, and 1:8rsjr5:6, 8j. Let us use the
optima of Case 1 as the upper limit in Constraint (12), i.e.,
E¼ 14:8.
The problem is solved using BARON MINLP solver of GAMS and
because of the convex nature of the problem the solver guaran-
tees an optimal solution. The solution is found to be f 11 ¼ 1:2,
f 1j ¼ 1:55 for 2r jr5, f 2j ¼ 2, 8j, and sj ¼ 1:8, 8j. In Fig. 2b, the
optimal solution of the problem with cost 54.42 and makespan
14.8 time units is depicted.
As can be seen from Fig. 2a and b, while there is an idle time in
the schedule of Case 1, there is no idle time in Case 2. By means of
controllability of processing times, f 1j for jobs 2r jr5 are
increased, which resulted in a reduction in the manufacturing
cost by 15.1%. On the other hand, the makespan value is the same
for both solutions, and hence the old solution is dominated.
In this example, the assignment of the ﬂexible operations
remained the same but processing times are changed in the
ﬂexible system. As shown in the next example in some cases,
changing the assignments in addition to the processing times
could provide better results.
Example 2. Case1: Fixed processing time case.
Let us use the same parameters as in Example 1 except the
processing times f 1j ¼ 1:8, f 2j ¼ 2:4, and sj ¼ 4:5, 8j. Fig. 3a depicts
the optimal solution of the problem with makespan 24.9 time
units and the corresponding manufacturing cost is 43.01.
Case2: Controllable processing time case.
Let us use the same parameters as in Case 2 of Example 1. Using
the makespan value attained in Case 1 of this example as the
upper limit in Constraint (12), we get f 11 ¼ 2:77, f 1j ¼ 3:17 for
2r jr5, f 2j ¼ 2:77, 8j, sj ¼ 2:77 for jr3, and sj ¼ 3:17 for jZ4.
Fig. 3b depicts the optimal solution of the problem with cost
36.14 and makespan 24.9 time units.Example 1. (a) Case 1. (b) Case 2.
Fig. 3. Optimal schedule of Example 2. (a) Case 1. (b) Case 2.
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the schedule of Case 1, there is no idle time in the schedule of
Case 2. In the optimal schedule of Case 1, the ﬂexible operations
of jobs 3, 4, and 5 are assigned to the ﬁrst machine and the other
two to the second machine. However, in the optimal schedule of
Case 2, the ﬂexible operations of jobs 4 and 5 are processed on the
ﬁrst machine and the other three on the second machine. The
processing times of operations are also different than the ﬁxed
processing time case. While fij, 8i,j are increased, sj, 8j are
decreased. The controllability of processing times decreased the
manufacturing cost by 19.0% in this case. At the end, a new
schedule is obtained with the same makespan at a lower cost.
As highlighted in these examples, the solution procedure
proposed by Crama and Gultekin [1], which determines the
optimal solutions for ﬁxed processing times case, may not be
optimal for controllable processing times case. Moreover,
although the jobs are assumed to be identical in this study, they
may have different processing times.3. Theoretical results
In this section, we demonstrate some optimality properties for
the problem which will be used in the development of the
algorithm that will be presented in the next section. The ﬁrst
lemma considers the property of the second objective function
represented as a constraint in Model 1.
Lemma 1. In an optimal solution to the problem, either Z2 ¼ E or
f ij ¼ f iu 8j,i.
Proof. Let Z%1 ¼
Pn
j ¼ 1
P2
i ¼ 1ðFijðf i
%
j ÞþSjðs%j ÞÞ be the optimal objec-
tive function value with optimal processing time vectors f % and s%.
Assume to the contradiction that Z2 ¼ Tn,2þ f 2nþsn  ð1xnÞoE and
there exists kA J, such that f iko f
i
u. Consider another solution with
f^
i
j ¼ f i
%
j , 8jak and f^
i
k ¼ f i
%
k þb, 0obrminff iuf i
%
k ,EðTn,2þ
f 2nþsn  ð1xnÞÞg. If all processing times are at their upper bounds
or if Z2 ¼ E, there is no such b. Otherwise, this new solution is still
feasible for Model 1. Processing times for all jobs except k is identical
with the previous solution and f^
i
k4 f
i%
k . Since the cost function is
decreasing with respect to the processing times for f ijr f
i
u, we have
Z^1oZ%1. This contradicts with f
% being the optimal solution. &
As a consequence of this lemma, in an optimal schedule we
know that either all processing times are set to their upper
bounds or makespan value (Cmax) is equal to the upper bound E.
In any schedule, both of themachines are initially idle. Then, while
the ﬁrst job is being processed on the ﬁrst machine, the second
machine is still idle waiting for the job during the interval ½0,T1,2.
This idle time on the second machine cannot be avoided and its
length is equal to f 11. Similarly, some idle time of length f
2
n cannot be
avoided on the ﬁrst machine while the second machine processes the
last job. All other idle times except these are named as unforced idletimes and can be eliminated by reassignment of the ﬂexible opera-
tions or by changing the processing time values. Constraint (7) may
yield unforced idle times on machine 2 during the time interval
½T1,2,Tn,2. On the other hand, since all parts are ready in front of
machine 1 and there is always space for a part in the buffer in
between the machines, no unforced idle time can occur on machine
1 during the time interval ½T1,1,Cn,1. However, if after the last part is
completed on machine 1, machine 2 is still busy processing the
previous parts, some unforced idle time can occur on machine 1. As
shown in the numerical examples by eliminating unforced idle times
the manufacturing cost can be reduced without increasing the
makespan. The following lemma characterizes the occurrence of such
idle times in the optimal schedule.
Lemma 2. In an optimal solution to the problem, the following
conditions hold.1. Either Cn1,2rCn,1 or f 1j ¼ f 1u 8jA J.
2. Either Ck,1rCk1,2 or f 2j ¼ f 2u 8kA J and 8j¼ 1,2, . . . ,k1.Proof. Let Z%1, f
%, and s% denote the optimal objective function
value, optimal processing time vector for ﬁxed and ﬂexible
operations, respectively.1. Assume to the contradiction that Cn1,24Cn,1 and there exists
k such that f 1ko f
1
u. Now, consider another solution with
f^
1
j ¼ f 1
%
j 8jak and f^
1
k ¼ f 1
%
k þminff 1uf 1
%
k ,Cn1,2Cn,1g. Any solu-
tion formed in this way is still feasible for Model 1 and f^
1
j Z f
1%
j ,
8j. Since the cost function is decreasing with respect to the
processing times, Z^1oZ%1. However, this contradicts with f
%
being the optimal solution.
2. Assume to the contradiction that there exists k such that
Ck,14Ck1,2 and there exists h, 1rhr ðk1Þ, such that f 2ho f 2u.
Among multiple occurrences of such k, select the smallest one.
Now, consider another solution with f^
2
j ¼ f 2
%
j , 8jah and
f^
2
h ¼ f 2
%
h þminff 2uf 2
%
h ,Ck,1Ck1,2g. This new solution is still fea-
sible for Model 1. Since f^
2
j 4 f
2%
j , 8jwe have Z^1oZ%1. However, this
contradicts with f % being the optimal solution. &
Lemma 2 indicates that in an optimal schedule the unforced
idleness of machines must be prevented till the processing time
variables reach to their upper bounds. If the ﬁrst and the second
statements of the lemma are combined, then either Cn1,2 ¼ Cn,1
or f 1j ¼ f 1u 8j, or f 2j ¼ f 2u 8j.
Lemma 3. There exists an optimal schedule in which xj¼0
for j¼ 1,2, . . . ,ðnrÞ and xj¼1 for j¼ ðnrþ1Þ,ðnrþ2Þ, . . . ,n.
This lemma can be proved in a similar way as in Crama and
Gultekin [1] and is left to the reader. As a result of this lemma we
know that there exists an optimal schedule in which the ﬂexible
operations are assigned to the second machine for the ﬁrst ðnrÞ
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will be useful in proving the following lemmas. The following
property, resulting from the convexity of the cost function, will
also be used in these proves. Although it is proved for Fiðf ijÞ
function, it is also valid for the ﬂexible operations, SðsjÞ.
Property 1. If f ijo f
i
k then F
iðf ijþdÞþFiðf ikdÞrFiðf ijÞþFiðf ikÞ, for
0rdrðf ikf ijÞ=2, 1r j,krn, and i¼1, 2.
Proof. For 0rdr ðf ikf ijÞ=2, we can write f ijþd¼ af ijþð1aÞf ik,
and f ikd¼ ð1aÞf ijþaf ik, aA ½0,0:5. Since Fi is a convex function,
Fiðaaþð1aÞbÞraFiðaÞþð1aÞFiðbÞ, for aA ½0,1. Using this prop-
erty, we have the following:
Fiðf ijþdÞþFiðf ikdÞ ¼ Fiðaf ijþð1aÞf ikÞþFiðð1aÞf ijþaf ikÞ
raFiðf ijÞþð1aÞFiðf ikÞþð1aÞFiðf ijÞþaFiðf ikÞ
¼ Fiðf ijÞþFiðf ikÞ &
As an implication of this lemma we can conclude that, in order
to minimize the cost, the processing times of the same type (fj
i)
should be equal to each other. However, in order to prove this
statement one must consider the feasibility of the schedule which
is done in the following lemma.
Note that, when the order of the machines is reversed and when
the ﬁrst and the second machines are switched we get the ‘‘reversed’’
problem which has the identical objective function value as the
original problem [8]. The optimal solution for one of these problems
is the symmetric of the other one. Therefore, any solution proved for
one of the machines can be adopted to the other one. Using this
property, we prove the following for the second machine and the
result for the ﬁrst machine is presented as Corollary 1 without proof.
Lemma 4. In the optimal schedule f 2j ¼ f 2k for 1r j,krn1 and
f 2nr f
2
j , for 1r jrn1.
Proof. Let us ﬁrst prove the second part of the lemma. Assume to the
contradiction that f 2n4 f
2
k for at least one index krn1. Then, we
can construct a new schedule as f^
2
n ¼ f 2nd and f^
2
k ¼ f 2kþd. As a
consequence of this change the completion times C^ j,2ZCj,2 for
j¼ k,kþ1, . . . ,n1 and C^ n,2 ¼ Cn,2. Therefore, without making any
other change, the ﬁnal schedule is still feasible and from Property 1 its
cost is not increased. Therefore, the new schedule is also optimal.
Let us now consider the ﬁrst part of the lemma. Assume to the
contradiction that there exists an optimal schedule in which the
processing times of the ﬁxed operations on the second machine are
not equal to each other. In such a solution, there exists at least one
occurrence such that f 2ka f
2
kþ1 for adjacent parts k and kþ1,
kA ½1,n2.
We need to analyze the following cases:1. f 2ko f
2
kþ1: For this case we can construct a new schedule as
f^
2
k ¼ f 2kþd and f^
2
kþ1 ¼ f 2kþ1d for 0rdr ðf 2kþ1f 2k Þ=2 and all
other processing times and assignments remain the same. As a
consequence of this change, C^ k,2ZCk,2 and C^ kþ1,2 ¼ Ckþ1,2.
Therefore, this new schedule is feasible and from Property 1,
the cost does not increase. A similar procedure can be repeated
for all adjacent pairs of non-identical processing times until all
of them become equal.2. f 2k4 f
2
kþ1: We will consider the following subcases:
2.1. xkþ2 ¼ 0: As a consequence of Lemma 3 we also know that
xk ¼ xkþ1 ¼ 0. From Case 1 and from the reversibility
property mentioned above, we know that f 1kþ1r f
1
kþ2.
Additionally, from Lemma 2 we know that Ckþ2,1r
Ckþ1,2. Therefore, skoskþ1 must be satisﬁed. Now, we
can change the processing time values as s^k ¼ skþd,s^kþ1 ¼ skþ1d, f^
2
k ¼ f 2kd, and f^
2
kþ1 ¼ f 2kþ1þd, for 0odr
minfðf 2kf 2kþ1Þ= 2,ðskþ1skÞ=2g to get a new schedule. This
change does not affect the completion times of the parts
and thus the new schedule is still feasible. From Property
1, its cost is not greater than the previous one.
2.2. xkþ1 ¼ 0, xkþ2 ¼ 1: As a consequence of Lemma 3 we also
know that xk ¼ 0. Under this case, if skþ14sk, then we can
construct a new schedule as s^k ¼ skþd, s^kþ1 ¼ skþ1d,
f^
2
k ¼ f 2kd, and f^
2
kþ1 ¼ f 2kþ1þd, for 0odrminfðf 2kf 2kþ1Þ=2,
ðskþ1skÞ=2g. This new schedule has the same completion
times of parts with a smaller cost (Property 1). On the
other hand, if skþ1rsk, then f 2kþsk4 f 2kþ1þskþ1. From
Lemma 2 we have Ck,2ZCkþ1,1. Let us ﬁrst consider
Ck,2 ¼ Ckþ1,1 case. From Lemma 2, Ck,1rCk1,2. As a
consequence, f 1kþ1Z f
2
kþsk4 f 2kþ1þskþ1. Furthermore,
since from Lemma 2 we have Ckþ1,2ZCkþ2,1, f
2
kþ1þ
skþ1Z f
1
kþ2þskþ2. Therefore, we have f 1kþ2o f 1kþ1. We
can construct a new schedule as f^
1
kþ1 ¼ f 1kþ1d and
f^
1
kþ2 ¼ f 1kþ2þd for 0rdr ðf 1kþ1f 1kþ2Þ=2 where all other
processing times and assignments remain the same. This
new schedule is still feasible and from Property 1 the cost
of this new schedule is not greater. Let us now consider
the case Ck,24Ckþ1,1. We can construct a new schedule as
f^
2
k ¼ f 2kd and f^
2
kþ1 ¼ f 2kþ1þd, for 0odrminfðf 2kf 2kþ1Þ= 2,
Ck,2Ckþ1,1g. In this new schedule C^ k,2oCk,2 but
C^ kþ1,2 ¼ Ckþ1,2. Therefore, it is feasible and from
Property 1, it has a smaller cost value.
2.3. xk ¼ 0, xkþ1 ¼ 1: As a consequence of Lemma 3 we also
know that xkþ2 ¼ 1. If skþ14skþ2, then we can construct a
new schedule as s^kþ2 ¼ skþ2þd, s^kþ1 ¼ skþ1d, f^
2
k ¼ f 2kd,
and f^
2
kþ1 ¼ f 2kþ1þd, for 0odrminfðf 2kf 2kþ1Þ=2,
ðskþ1skþ2Þ=2g. This new schedule has the same comple-
tion times of parts with a smaller cost (Property 1). On the
other hand, if skþ1rskþ2, then f 1kþ1þskþ1r f 1kþ2þ skþ2.
This is because, from case 1 of the proof and from the
reversibility property, we have f 1kþ1r f
1
kþ2. From Lemma
2, we have Ck,2ZCkþ1,1. Let us ﬁrst consider the case
Ck,2 ¼ Ckþ1,1. Since Ck,1rCk1,2 from Lemma 2, in order to
have this, we must have f 1kþ1þskþ1Z f 2kþsk. Furthermore,
in order to have Ckþ1,2ZCkþ2,1 as stated in Lemma 2, we
must have f 2kþ1Z f
1
kþ2þskþ2. Combining these with
f 2k4 f
2
kþ1 and skþ1rskþ2, we have f
1
kþ2o f
1
kþ1. This result
is identical to the previous case where we showed how to
construct a new schedule with a smaller cost. The remain-
ing case where Ck,24Ckþ1,1 is also handled in the pre-
vious case and is not repeated here.
2.4. xk ¼ 1: As a consequence of Lemma 3 we also know that
xkþ1 ¼ 1 and xkþ2 ¼ 1. The arguments in this case is
identical to the previous one hence left to the reader. &This lemma proves that there exists an optimal schedule in
which the processing times of the ﬁxed operations of all parts
except the last part are identical to each other on the second
machine. The ﬁrst one of the following two corollaries of the
above lemma is a direct consequence of the reversibility property
and the other one can easily be proved similarly.
Corollary 1. In the optimal schedule f 1j ¼ f 1k for 2r j,krn and
f 11r f
1
j , for 2r jrn.
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formally, Mi ¼ fj : xj ¼ 2ig, i¼1 ,2.
Corollary 2. In the optimal schedule sj¼sk for j,kAMi for i¼1, 2.
Taking advantage of this corollary, s1 and s2 can be used to denote
the processing time of ﬂexible operations on machines 1 and 2,
respectively. Let N1 ¼ f2,3, . . . ,ng and N2 ¼ f1,2, . . . ,n1g and let pi
denote the processing time value on machine i which is equal for
parts jANi, i¼1, 2. Also let q1 ¼ f 11 and q2 ¼ f 2n. As a summary of
Lemma 4 and Corollaries 1 and 2, we can write the following:1. qir f ij ¼ pi, 8jANi, i¼1, 2
2. sh ¼ sj, 8h,jAMi, i¼1, 2.3.1. Complexity of the problem
In this study, our aim is to determine the assignment of the
ﬂexible operations to the machines and processing times for each
operation to minimize the total nonlinear manufacturing cost and
makespan simultaneously. Although we have proposed several the-
oretical properties of the problem that could be quite useful to reduce
the search space signiﬁcantly, we will show below that the computa-
tional complexity of our joint problem still remains an open problem.
Let us relax Constraints (14)–(19) (including (8)) in Model
2 along with any set of constraints required for linearization
purposes. These are the non-interference and precedence con-
straints satisfying that a part can start on machine i¼1, 2 if the
processing of the previous part is completed and the processing of
a part can start on machine 2 if it is completed on the ﬁrst
machine, respectively. Furthermore, let us assume that there is no
unforced idle time in the optimal schedule. For this reduced
problem, using Lemmas (1), (3), and (4), the optimal solution is
attained if the following two equations are satisﬁed (from Lemma
4 let f 1j ¼ f 1, for j¼ 2,3, . . . ,n and f 2j ¼ f 2 for j¼ 1,2, . . . ,n1Þ:
f 11þðn1Þf 2þrs1þ f 2n ¼ E ð23Þ
f 11þðn1Þf 1þðnrÞs2þ f 2n ¼ E ð24Þ
Moreover let us ﬁx r due to Lemma 3, and solve the following
relaxed model for a set of different r values, i.e. r¼ 1, . . . ,n, to
minimize the total manufacturing cost for a given makespan
value (EÞ:
Model 3 : Min Z1 ¼
X2
i ¼ 1
ðf iiþðn1Þf iÞþðrs1þðnrÞs2Þ
 !
 O
þ
X2
i ¼ 1
ððf iiÞbþðn1Þðf iÞbÞ  Aiþðrðs1ÞbþðnrÞðs2ÞbÞ  As ð25Þ
s:t: f 11þðn1Þf 2þrs1þ f 2n ¼ E ð26Þ
f 11þðn1Þf 1þðnrÞs2þ f 2n ¼ E ð27Þ
f ii,f
iZ f il 8i ð28Þ
siZsl 8i ð29Þ
This relaxed model has a nonlinear objective function with six
variables. Additionally, it has two equality constraints and bounding
constraints for each decision variable. In Lemma 4, we proved that the
processing times of all parts except the ﬁrst (last) one are identical to
each other on the ﬁrst (second) machine in the optimal solution
(f 1j ¼ f 1, for j¼ 2,3, . . . ,n and f 2j ¼ f 2 for j¼ 1,2, . . . ,n1). Examples 1
and 2 both show that in an optimal solution we may have
f 11o f
1
j ,8ja1. The following is another example which also shows
that in an optimal solution we may have f 2no f
2
j ,8jan.Example 3. Let us assume we are given the following
parameters: n¼7, O¼0.58, A1¼12.7, A2¼14.4, A3¼5.9, b¼1:5,
f 1l ¼ 1:4, f 2l ¼ 1:6, and sl¼1.8. When the model is solved for
E¼ 25:1, in the optimal solution to this problem, the ﬂexible
operations are assigned to the second machine for the ﬁrst three
parts and to the second machine for the remaining parts. The
processing times are f 11 ¼ 1:927, f 1j ¼ 2:324, f 2j ¼ 2:611, f 2n ¼ 2:027,
s1 ¼ 1:8, and s2 ¼ 1:827.
In order to solve the relaxed model above, which is a continuous
nonlinear resource allocation problem, there are mainly two
approaches [10]: (i) First class of algorithms are based on KKT
conditions. Since the objective is the minimization of a convex
function, the KKT conditions can be used. (ii) Second class of
algorithms are called pegging algorithms in which the bound
conditions given in Eqs. (28) and (29) are relaxed and using the
Lagrange multipliers some variable values are ﬁxed at each iteration.
For a single constraint case, if the objective function in a
nonlinear resource allocation problem is quadratic and the con-
straint is linear, then the exact solution can be found. Otherwise,
as it is the case with the above formulation, it is not possible to
ﬁnd a closed form solution. The solution procedure will be an
inﬁnitely convergent procedure even when the bound constraints
are relaxed [10]. One should implement an iterative algorithm
like Bisection or Golden Section search to determine approximate
values of the multipliers that solves a system of nonlinear
equations. Such a solution algorithm can only provide approx-
imate values.
Since we conjecture that a polynomial time solution may not
exist even for the relaxed problem presented in Model 3, it is
justiﬁable to develop a heuristic algorithm for the joint problem,
e.g., Model 2, as discussed in the next section.
3.2. Processing time determination subproblem
Until this point, we know the relation between the processing
times of the ﬁxed operations on any one of the machines for
different parts. The following lemma determines the relation
between the processing times of the ﬁxed operations on a
machine and the processing times the ﬂexible operations
assigned to the same machine. For the deﬁnition we need the
following sets:
Ji1 ¼ fj : f iuZ f i
%
j 4 f
i
lg and Ji2 ¼ fj : ja1,f i
%
j ¼ f ilg, i¼ 1,2
Js1 ¼ fk : suZs%k4slg and Js2 ¼ fk : s%k ¼ slg
Here, Ji1 and J
s
1 are the sets of parts whose processing times
that have a greater value than their lower bounds and Ji2 and J
s
2
are the sets of parts whose processing times are at their lower
bounds. Mi is the set of parts for which the ﬂexible operations are
assigned to machine i.
Lemma 5. In an optimal solution to the problem, let f 1
%
, f 2
%
, and s%
denote the optimal processing time vectors. Then the following
conditions hold:1. @Fiðf i
%
j Þr@Sðs%k Þ,8jA Ji1, 8kA Js2 \Mi, i¼1,2.
%2. @Sðs%k Þr@Fiðf
i
j Þ, 8kA Js1 \Mi, 8jA Ji2, i¼1,2.3. @Fiðf i
%
j Þ ¼ @Sðs%k Þ, 8jA Ji1, 8kA Js1 \Mi, i¼1,2.Proof. From Lemma 4 and Corollary 1, we know that the ﬁxed
operations on a machine have the same value except the ﬁrst part
on the ﬁrst machine and the last part on the second machine.
Also, from Corollary 2, the processing times of the ﬂexible
Z. Uruk et al. / Computers & Operations Research 40 (2013) 639–653646operations assigned to the same machine have the same values. In
order to prove this lemma, let us assume to the contradiction of
the third case that there is an optimal schedule in which (jA Ji1
and (kA Js1 \Mi, i¼1 or 2 such that @Fiðf i
%
j Þa@Sðs%k Þ. Let us consider
without loss of generality that @Fiðf i
%
j Þ4@Sðs%k Þ. This means that the
contribution (in terms of reduction) of an increase in the value of
s%k to the total cost is greater than that of f
i%
j . Additionally, (d such
that @Fiðf i
%
j dÞZ@Sðs%kþdÞ. Therefore, we can construct a new
schedule as f^
i
j ¼ f i
%
j d and s^k ¼ s%kþd which is still feasible since
the completion time of this part is not changed after this
modiﬁcation. Since the derivative of the cost function S at point
s%kþd is still less than the derivative of Fi at point f
i%
j d, the
resulting schedule has a smaller cost. This contradicts with the
old solution being optimal. Therefore, the third case is proved.
If 8jA Ji2 in the optimal solution, which means that f i
%
j ¼ f il , then
f i
%
j d is not possible. Therefore, for this case, @Sðs%k Þr@Fiðf
i%
j Þ. This
completes the proof of Case 2. The proof of Case 1 is identical to
this one and left to the reader. &
Derivatives show the contribution of a change in the proces-
sing time to the manufacturing cost, so the processing time values
of variables are determined by comparison of derivatives of the
cost functions with respect to the processing times.
The proposed algorithm starts with setting the processing time
variables to their lower bounds and determines the assignment of
ﬂexible operations. The corresponding solution is represented as
point A in Fig. 1. If there is any idle time on any one of the
machines, applying the following rule to that machine reduces
the cost without increasing the makespan. This idea was high-
lighted in Example 1 in Section 2.2. This new solution is denoted
as point B in Fig. 1 and this new point dominates point A. Let
f ijnew and s
inew denote the new values of operation i of job j and
ﬂexible operations of jobs processed on machine i, respectively.
The algorithm determines these using the current values f ij and s
i.
Rule 1: Let Ii represents the idle time on machine i after the
assignments are made when the processing times are at their lower
bounds. ri denote the number of ﬂexible operations assigned to
machine i, where r1þr2 ¼ n. Then as a direct consequence of Lemma
5, this idle time can be covered either by increasing only fij or s
i or
both. In the last case, after the new processing time values are
determined, the derivatives of the cost functions will be equal to
each other. Therefore, one of the following conditions holds:1. si
new ¼ sl and f ijnew¼ piþ Ii=ðn1Þ for jANi, i¼1, 2.2. si
new ¼ siþ Ii=ri and f ijnew¼ f il for jANi, i¼1, 2.3. si
new ¼ Iiþðn1Þ  p
iþri  si
riþðn1Þ 
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
As
Ai
b1
s
and
f ijnew¼
Iiþðn1Þ  piþri  si
n1þri 
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
Ai
As
b1
r for jANi,i¼ 1,2The ﬁrst (second) case distributes the total idle time among the
ﬁxed (ﬂexible) processing times. The last case is found by solving
the following system of equations where the derivatives of the
cost functions are made equal to each other.
Ii ¼ ðn1Þ  ðf ijnewpiÞþri  ðsi
newsiÞ for jANi, i¼ 1,2
Ai  b  ðf ijnewÞb1 ¼ As  b  ðsi
newÞb1 for jANi, i¼ 1,2
We generate another nondominated solution by setting all of
the processing time values to their upper bounds and determine
the assignment of ﬂexible operations afterwards. This solution isrepresented as point C in Fig. 1. After determining these two
nondominated points, we generate a set of discrete nondomi-
nated points in between them on the efﬁcient frontier starting
from the nondominated solution B. This is done by increasing the
upper limit E in Constraint (12) by a predetermined increment, d.
This increment may change the assignment of the ﬂexible opera-
tions as well as the processing times. Therefore, we have to solve
two challenging optimization problems simultaneously. In the
following Rule 2, we demonstrate that the new optimum proces-
sing time values could be found in polynomial time using the
proposed closed form expressions for a given d if the assignments
remain the same. In this rule, the increment is ﬁrst applied to one
of the machines, then the corresponding schedule is found for the
other machine.
Rule 2: Let f 1j new and s
1new (f 2j new and s
2new) be the values of
the 1st (2nd) operation of job j and ﬂexible operations of jobs
processed on machine 1 (machine 2) at the next point on the
efﬁcient frontier, respectively. Then, one of the following condi-
tions hold as long as the assignment of ﬂexible operations
remains the same.1. If minif@FiðpiÞ, @SðsiÞg¼@FkðpkÞ, then the new processing times
on machine k are determined by either Case (a) or (c) by
setting i¼k, and the new processing times on the other
machine is found by one of the cases (d), (e), or (f) by setting
i¼ ð3kÞ.2. If minif@FiðpiÞ, @SðsiÞg¼@SðskÞ, then the new processing times on
machine k are determined by either Case (b) or (c) by setting
i¼k, and the new processing times on the other machine is
found by one of the cases (d), (e), or (f) by setting i¼ ð3kÞ.
(a) f ijnew¼ ðdþ
Pn
h ¼ 1 f
i
hÞ=n, 8j and si
new ¼ si.
(b) f ijnew¼ f ij, 8j and si
new ¼ ðdþri  siÞ=ri.
(c)
f ijnew¼
dþPnh ¼ 1 f ihþri  si
nþri 
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
Ai
As
b1
s 8j
and
si
new ¼ dþ
Pn
h ¼ 1 f
i
hþri  si
riþn 
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
As
Ai
b1
s
(d) f ijnew¼ ðdðqð3iÞ
newqð3iÞÞþPhANi f ihÞ=ðn1Þ, jANi,
qi
new ¼ qi and sinew ¼ si.
(e) f ijnew¼ f ij, 8j and si
new ¼ ðdðqð3iÞnewqð3iÞÞþri  siÞ=ri.
(f)
f ijnew¼
dðqð3iÞnewqð3iÞÞþPhANi f ihþri  si
n1þri 
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
Að3iÞ
As
b1
s 8j
qi
new ¼ qi and sinew ¼ dðq
ð3iÞnewqð3iÞÞþPhANi f ihþri  si
riþðn1Þ 
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
As
Að3iÞ
b1
sIn this rule, Cases (a)–(c) distribute d to the processing times on
the selected machine, whereas conditions (d)–(f) calculate the
new processing time values on the other machine as the second
step. From these, Case (a) uses only the ﬁxed processing times to
satisfy the increase, and Case (b) uses only the ﬂexible operations
on the selected machine for this purpose (Lemma 4 and
Z. Uruk et al. / Computers & Operations Research 40 (2013) 639–653 647Corollaries 1 and 2). In Case (c), both ﬁxed and ﬂexible operations
are used such that at the end the derivatives of the cost functions
are equal to each other (Lemma 5). After the processing times on
the selected machine are determined, Cases (d)–(f) are used to
determine the new processing times on the other machine.
Similar to the previous ones, Case (d) uses only the ﬁxed
operations, Case (e) uses only the ﬂexible operations, and Case
(f) uses both of these operations such that the derivatives of the
cost functions become equal to each other. SubroutineFi shows
the use of the ﬁrst part of this rule as an algorithm. The second
one can also be written similarly.SubroutineFi. Determination of new processing times for Case
1 of Rule 2.O
1: if minf@Fiðf ijÞ,@SðsiÞg ¼ @Fiðf ijÞ then
2: if A  b  ððdþPnj ¼ 1 f ijÞ=nÞb1r@SðsiÞ then
3: Calculate f ijnew and s
inew using (a).4: else
5: Calculate f ijnew and s
inew using (b).6: end if
7: if @Fð3iÞðf ð3iÞj Þr@Sðsð3iÞÞ then
8: if A  b 
ðdðqð3iÞnewqð3iÞÞþPjANð3iÞ f ð3iÞj Þ=ðn1ÞÞb1r@Sðsð3iÞÞ thenð
9: Calculate f ð3iÞj new and s
ð3iÞnew using (c).10: else
11: Calculate f ð3iÞj new and s
ð3iÞnew using (e).12: end if
13: else
14: if A  b  ððdðqð3iÞnewqð3iÞÞþrð3iÞ 
sð3iÞÞ=rð3iÞÞb1r@Fð3iÞðf ð3iÞj Þ then
15: Calculate f ð3iÞj new and s
ð3iÞnew using (d).16: else
17: Calculate f ð3iÞj new and s
ð3iÞnew using (e).18: end if
19: end if
20: end if4. Proposed algorithm
In this section, we will present the detailed steps of the
proposed algorithm, named as EFFLOW Algorithm. Our goal is to
generate a set of solutions (such a way whose image approx-
imates the efﬁcient set in the objective space) in a short time to
provide a good approximation of the efﬁcient set that will allow
the decision maker to choose a good compromise solution. As will
be proved in Lemma 6, any two solutions generated by the
algorithm cannot dominate each other. However, there may be
another solution generated by an exact algorithm which can
dominate the solutions generated by the proposed algorithm.
Later on, the solution quality of the proposed approach will be
compared with available exact efﬁcient solutions.
EFFLOW algorithm starts with an initial schedule at which the
processing times are at their lower bounds and the optimal
assignment of ﬂexible operations to machines are determined
according to the procedure developed by Crama and Gultekin [1].
As we mentioned before, if there exists idle times in the solution
obtained via this procedure, the idle times are eliminated using
Rule 1 to get the initial nondominated solution.Starting from this initial solution, in order to generate the next
nondominated solution the makespan upper bound (E) is
increased by d, the corresponding allocation of the ﬂexible
operations and the processing time values are decided according
to this new makespan value. This procedure is repeated until E
becomes identical to the upper bound for the makespan found by
setting all processing times to their upper bounds. Let rl (ru) and
Cmaxl (Cmaxu) represent the number of ﬂexible operations assigned
to machine 1 and the value of makespan, respectively, when the
processing time variables are equal to their lower (upper) bounds.
Main Algorithm. EFFLOW Algorithm.
Input: f 1l , f
2
l , sl, f
1
u, f
2
u , su, F
1, F2, S, and d
utput: A number of nondominated (Cmax, Total Cost) pairs
with corresponding, r, f 1j , f
2
j , s
1, s2, Tj,m values for each point
1: Set processing times to their lower bounds
2: Compute rl and Cmaxl
3: Assign the ﬂexible operations to the machines according to
rl
4: Compute starting times of jobs on each machine, Tj,m
5: if Tn,1þ f 1nþxn  s1rTn,2 then
6: I1’Tn,2ðTn,1þ f 1nþxn  s1Þ
7: Cover idle time on machine 1 using Rule 1
8: end if
9: if Tn1,2þ f 21þð1xn1Þ  s2rTn,1þ f 1nþxn  s1 then
10: I2’Tn,1þ f 1nþxn  s1ðTn1,2þ f 21þð1xn1Þ  s2Þ
11: Cover idle time on machine 2 using Rule 1
12: end if
13: Compute r, ru, Cmaxu, and t¼ bðCmaxuCmax lÞ=dc
14: for j¼1 to t do
15: if minf@F1j ,@F2j ,@S1,@S2g ¼ @F1j or @S1 then
16: Use Subroutine Process-1 to determine allocation of
ﬂexible operations and processing time values
17: else if minf@F1j ,@F2j ,@S1,@S2g ¼ @F2j , or @S2 then
18: Use Subroutine Process-2 to determine allocation of
ﬂexible operations and processing time values
19: end if
20: end for
EFFLOW algorithm gets the lower bounds of operation proces-
sing times as an input and initially assigns lower bounds to the
processing time variables. Afterwards, the algorithm computes
rl and Cmaxl. The allocation of ﬂexible operations is assigned to a
binary variable xj according to rl. xj is assigned ‘‘1’’ if the ﬂexible
operation is assigned to the ﬁrst machine, and ‘‘0’’ otherwise.
According to the ﬂexible operations allocation, starting times of
jobs on each machine, Tj,m, are computed. At this instant, we get a
schedule in which the processing times of operations of all jobs
are at their lower bounds. At lines 5–8 and 9–12, the algorithm
checks out for idle times on machines 1 and 2, respectively. If
there exists any, it covers idle times as discussed in Rule 1. After
that, the algorithm computes ru and Cmaxu. In the loop of EFFLOW
algorithm, makespan value is increased by d to determine points
on the efﬁcient frontier. Therefore, for a speciﬁed value of d, the
algorithm generates a total of t¼ bðCmaxuCmaxlÞ=dc solutions in
between Cmaxl and Cmaxu values on the efﬁcient frontier. Either
d or t can be given as an input to the algorithm. Allocation of
ﬂexible operations and processing time values are determined
using Subroutines Process-1 or Process-2 till we reach to Cmaxu.
Since the subroutines are similar, we only present Subroutine
Process-1 due to space limitations.
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machine 1 by d.
Increase the total processing time on machine 1 by d using
Rule 2
I2’dDðf 11Þ
Cover idle time on machine 2 using Rule 1
Check upper bounds of variables for any violation and make
necessary corrections
Compute manufacturing cost
if r4ru then
I2’dDðf 11Þ
if slI2rðnrÞ  ðs2slÞþðn1Þ  ðf 21f 2l Þ then
r’r1
I2’I2s2
Cover idle time on machine 2 using Rule 1
I1’s
1
Cover idle time on machine 1 using Rule 1
Check upper and lower bounds of variables for any
violation and make necessary corrections
Compute manufacturing cost
end if
end if
if roru then
if sldrr  ðs1slÞþðn1Þ  ðf 1nf 1l Þ then
r’rþ1
I1’ds1
Cover idle time on machine 1 using Rule 1
I1’dþs2
Cover idle time on machine 2 using Rule 1
Check upper and lower bounds of variables for any
violation and make necessary corrections
Compute manufacturing cost
end if
end if
Output: the minimum manufacturing cost, assignment of
ﬂexible operations, and associated processing times
The Subroutines Process-1 and Process-2 start with increasing
makespan by ‘‘d’’ on machines 1 and 2, respectively. Increasing
makespan on the selected machine incurs an idle time on the other
machine. Dðf 11Þ and Dðf 2nÞ represents (f 11newf 11) and (f 2nnewf 2n),
respectively. f 11new is the processing time value of f
1
1 after increasing
the total processing time on machine 1 by d and f 2nnew is the
processing time value of f 2n after increasing the total processing time
on machine 2 by d. Therefore, the subroutines cover the idle time
using the idea presented in Rule 1. Afterwards, any upper bound
violations of processing time variables are investigated. If there
exists an operation processing time which is greater than its upper
bound, it is assigned to its upper bound, and the total reduction in
the value of this variable is distributed to the other operations on
the same machine as an increase. If any one of these processing
times also becomes greater than its upper bound after increasing its
processing time, it is also assigned to its upper bound. In such a case
all operations on this machine hit their upper bounds, so we cannot
make any increase of processing times on this machine any more
and some idle time remain uncovered. After this correction, man-
ufacturing cost is computed with the new processing time values
using the following formula:
Manufacturing Cost¼ ðf 11þðn1Þ  f 1nþðn1Þ  f 21þ f 2n
þr  s1þðnrÞ  s2Þ  Oþððf 11Þbþðn1Þ
ðf 11ÞbÞ  A1þððn1Þ  ðf 21Þbþðf 2nÞbÞ  A2þðr  ðs1ÞbþðnrÞ  ðs2ÞbÞ  AsSubroutines Process-1 and Process-2 compare r value with ru to
check whether changing the assignment of one of the ﬂexible
operations reduces the cost or not. If the number of ﬂexible opera-
tions on machine 1, represented as r, is equal to the number of
ﬂexible operations on machine 1 when all processing times are at
their upper bounds, represented as ru, the assignment of ﬂexible
operations should not change and remain the same till makespan
reaches to Cmaxu. In this case, the subroutines terminate by returning
the value of manufacturing cost and associated processing time
values of operations of jobs. If r is greater than ru, the last ﬂexible
operation on machine 1 is assigned to the machine 2, if possible. This
assignment may not always be possible because of makespan
limitation constraint, so the subroutines investigate whether a
ﬂexible operation can ﬁt on the machine 2 while all processing time
variables are at their lower bounds. If it is proved to be feasible, the
assignment of ﬂexible operation and the values of processing times
change accordingly. This may cause some of the processing time
variables to decrease or increase. If any processing time value exceeds
its upper bound, the necessary modiﬁcation is made as already
mentioned. On the other hand, in case of a lower bound violation
of an operation processing time, the variable is assigned to its lower
bound, and the total increase in the value of this variable is
distributed to the other operations on the same machine as a
reduction. If this reduction violates the lower bound of the processing
time for any other operation, its processing time is set to the lower
bound. In the worst case, all processing times on the machine hit to
their lower bounds. Afterwards, manufacturing cost is computed. For
the case of r being smaller than ru, the ﬁrst ﬂexible operation on
machine 2 is assigned to the machine 1, if possible. The same
procedure is applied with the former case. Finally the subroutines
output the minimum manufacturing cost, the assignment of the
ﬂexible operations, and the associated processing time values.
EFFLOW algorithm generates a set of nondominated solutions
that are equally spaced on the efﬁcient frontier. The following
lemma presents this important property of the algorithm.
Lemma 6. Any two solutions generated by the EFFLOW algorithm
cannot dominate each other.
Proof. Let Z%1 ¼
Pn
j ¼ 1
P2
i ¼ 1ðFiðf i
%
j ÞþSðs%j ÞÞ be the objective func-
tion value with processing time vectors f % and s% and let
C%max ¼ Tn,2þ f 2
%
n þs%n  ð1xnÞ be the makespan value generated by
the algorithm. A new solution is generated by incrementing the
makespan value. Let Z^1 ¼
Pn
j ¼ 1
P2
i ¼ 1ðFiðf^
i
jÞþSðs^jÞÞ be the objec-
tive function value with processing time vectors f^ and s^ and let
C^max ¼ Tn,2þ f^
2
nþ s^n  ð1xnÞ be the makespan value of this new
solution. Since C^max4C
%
max, at least one of the processing time
values has increased in the new solution. Since the cost function
is decreasing with respect to processing times, we have Z^1oZ%1.
This proves that the solutions generated by the EFFLOW algo-
rithm cannot dominate each other and a new nondominated
solution is generated at each iteration of the algorithm. &
Moreover, time complexity of the EFFLOW algorithm is given
below. Let t denote the total number of efﬁcient solutions that is
desired to be generated by the algorithm. Using this, the incre-
ment value d can be calculated as d¼ ðCmaxuCmaxlÞ=t.
Proposition 1. Time complexity of the EFFLOW algorithm is OðtnÞ.
Proof. In EFFLOW algorithm, computation of rl and ru requires
constant time. Once the assignments of the ﬂexible operations are
determined, computation of the starting times of all jobs and
hence the computation of Cmaxl and Cmaxu has time complexity
OðnÞ. In Rule 1 and Rule 2, new processing times of all parts are
determined and thus their time complexity are both OðnÞ. Since
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2 without any loops, their time complexity are also OðnÞ. The
main loop of the EFFLOW algorithm is repeated t times to
generate t solutions and within each repetition either Subroutine
Process-1 or Process-2 is performed once. Therefore, time com-
plexity of the EFFLOW algorithm appears to be OðtnÞ. &
5. Computational results
In this section, we perform a computational study to test the
performance of our proposed algorithm by comparing it with the
mathematical formulations, Models 1 and 2. Mixed integer non-
linear programs are formulated in GAMS 22.0. One of the alter-
natives to solve MINLP formulations is to call BARON solver. This
solver guarantees to provide global optima under fairly general
assumptions using deterministic global optimization algorithms
of the branch-and-bound type. However the CPU time require-
ment of BARON may be too limiting and it may not be possible to
solve problems in a reasonable time, so we run BARON with a
time limit of 1000 s. Another alternative for generating good
quality solutions in smaller CPU times is to use DICOPT solver.
DICOPT guarantees to converge only under certain convexity
assumptions. Although the algorithm has provisions to handle
non-convexities, it does not necessarily obtain the global opti-
mum. Due to CPU restrictions, it is not possible to run the
mathematical model till the end by DICOPT. Therefore, we also
run DICOPT with the same time limit as BARON. We observed that
at some replications DICOPT cannot generate integer solutions
but presents a relaxed solution with this time limit. On the
contrary, no such points exist for BARON.
The proposed EFFLOW algorithm is coded in the Cþþ language
and compiled with Gnu compiler. The DICOPT is ran on a
computer with 3 GB memory and dual core Intel Pentium pro-
cessor with 2.1 GHz CPU. However, due to licensing limitations,
the BARON software is ran on a computer with 1294 MB memory
and Pentium III 1133 MHz CPU with a time limit of 1000 s.
There are four experimental factors that can affect the efﬁ-
ciency of the algorithm as listed in Table 1. The experimental
design is a 24 full factorial design. The factors A1, A2 and As are
effective on the upper bounds of the processing times and on the
manufacturing cost as presented before. We choose the factors
from two different levels, which allows us to have different upper
bounds for the processing times of operations and different cost
functions for the operations. The Levels 1 and 2 will be repre-
sented as L and H, meaning low and high, in the following tables,
respectively. The diversity of upper bounds changes the assign-
ment of ﬂexible operations which is expected to affect the
efﬁciency of the EFFLOW algorithm. The factor n determines the
size of the problem. When the problem size is large, it takes more
CPU time to solve the problem, and the resulting cost and
makespan objective values are expected to be high. Most of the
exact algorithms need huge CPU times in case of large problem
sizes, so our aim is to provide an algorithm that could provide
high solution quality in small CPU times. The other parameters
are selected randomly from the intervals of O¼U[0.4, 0.8],Table 1
Experimental factors.
Factors Deﬁnition Level 1 Level 2
A1 Tool cost multiplier of ﬁrst operation U[5,8] U[12,15]
A2 Tool cost multiplier of second operation U[5,8] U[12,15]
As Tool cost multiplier of ﬂexible operation U[5,8] U[12,15]
n Number of jobs 20 30f 1l ¼U½1:2,1:7, f 2l ¼U½1:4,1:9, sl¼U[1.6, 2.1], b¼U[1.7, 1.3],
where U[a, b] is an uniform distribution in interval [a, b].
We took ﬁve replications for each factor combination and 25
different efﬁcient point generation iterations for each replication
resulting in 24  5  25¼ 2000 individual runs for the EFFLOW
algorithm. The performance measures used in evaluating the
experimental results are the percentage deviations of the EFFLOW
algorithm from the mathematical formulations, Models 1 and 2,
and the run times in CPU seconds.
The percent deviation of each run is calculated as 100
ðZA1ZB1Þ=ZB1, where ZA1 represents the manufacturing cost value
found by the EFFLOW algorithm and ZB1 represents the solution of
mathematical formulation reported by either DICOPT or BARON
solvers for a given makespan value.
Because of the underlying algorithm of DICOPT, linearization
of the constraints is thought to be helpful, so we also take runs of
Model 2. Since Models 1 and 2 cannot be decided to be better than
the other and at each iteration there exists efﬁcient points at
which the models improve each other, we present runs of both
models with DICOPT. BARON runs are only taken for Model 1,
because overall percent deviations of the EFFLOW algorithm from
Models 1 and 2, solved by DICOPT, show that Model 1 performs
better than Model 2.5.1. Sample replication analysis
The points generated by the EFFLOW algorithm for one sample
replication with a factor combination A1¼U[12, 15] , A2¼U[5, 8],
As¼U[5, 8], n¼20, are plotted in Fig. 4 to indicate the shape of
the efﬁcient frontier of our bicriteria problem. Percent deviations
of the proposed algorithm from Model 1 solved by DICOPT and
BARON are plotted in Fig. 5a and b, respectively, to visualize
the deviations. The ﬁrst points (maximum makespan, minimum
cost) and the last points (minimum makespan, maximum cost)
in Fig. 5a and b correspond to the points B and C in Fig. 1,
respectively.
As can be seen in Fig. 5a, while some of the deviations are positive,
the others are negative. A positive deviation means that DICOPT ﬁnds
a better solution than our proposed algorithm. On the other hand, a
negative deviation means the EFFLOW algorithm can ﬁnd a betterFig. 4. Efﬁcient frontier generated by the proposed algorithm for one replication.
Fig. 5. Deviations on different regions of the efﬁcient frontier. (a) DICOPT. (b) BARON.
Table 2
Percent deviations for each factor combination.
n A1 A2 As DICOPT BARON
Model 1 Model 2 Model 1
Min Mean Max Min Mean Max Min Mean Max
20 L L L 2.72 0.05 0.30 0.65 0.01 0.33 0 0.1 0.33
20 H L L 1.95 0.05 0.40 0.70 0.01 0.39 0.06 0.1 0.39
20 L H L 0.94 0.07 0.37 1.11 0.03 0.41 0 0.12 0.52
20 H H L 1.62 0.11 0.42 0.42 0.09 0.61 0.05 0.09 0.33
20 L L H 1.09 0.03 0.33 1.24 0.02 0.33 0.01 0.18 0.61
20 H L H 2.12 0.05 0.55 0.86 0.03 0.55 0.02 0.1 0.35
20 L H H 3.44 0.06 0.35 0.92 0.03 0.34 0 0.1 0.55
20 H H H 3.75 0.06 0.41 0.83 0.06 0.42 0 0.14 0.42
30 L L L 5.22 0.17 0.13 0.84 0.03 0.14 0.03 0.04 0.17
30 H L L 2.07 0.03 0.38 4.38 0.20 0.25 0.19 0.32 1
30 L H L 1.40 0.04 0.22 2.55 0.06 0.26 0.04 0.07 0.24
30 H H L 1.71 0.04 0.26 0.57 0.02 0.32 0.08 0.04 0.13
30 L L H 5.95 0.19 0.13 0.71 0.05 0.13 0 0.1 0.32
30 H L H 0.47 0.06 0.28 1.14 0.14 0.29 0.16 0.08 1.7
30 L H H 3.54 0.06 0.29 1.42 0.08 0.22 0.08 0.07 0.29
30 H H H 4.27 0.04 0.30 0.55 0.04 0.3 0 0.09 0.3
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since DICOPT does not necessarily obtain the global optimum. The
minimum deviation, which is 0.0008, from Model 1 appears at a
makespan value 85.2. The maximum deviation, which is 0.0018, from
Model 1 appears at three different makespan values 60.6, 62.2, and
63.8. The deviations are small for smaller makespan values, then
slightly increase through the mid-points of the efﬁcient frontier.
Deviations get smaller through the upper bound of the makespan.
When we consider the deviations of BARON in Fig. 5b, the
minimum deviation, which is 0, appears at the ﬁrst point and last
three points generated. The maximum deviation, which is 0.0018,
appears at three different makespan values 60.6, 62.2, and 63.8.
The maximum deviation of the EFFLOW algorithm from Model
1 solved by BARON is the same as DICOPT and appears at the
same points. As can be seen in the ﬁgure, all deviations are
nonnegative. This means solver BARON performs better than both
DICOPT and the EFFLOW algorithm. However, even the maximum
deviation is very small, which indicates that the EFFLOWalgorithm generates high quality solutions. Moreover, the devia-
tions get smaller through the lower and upper bounds of the
makespan.
5.2. Percent deviations
For the EFFLOW algorithm, the minimum, average, and
maximum values of the percent deviations from mathematical
formulations are given for all factor combinations in Table 2.
Since we took ﬁve replications for each factor combination and
each replication has 25 efﬁcient points, average deviation con-
siders these 25  5¼ 125 points except the instances where the
solvers are failed to ﬁnd a feasible integer solution under the
given time limit.
As mentioned before, the upper bounds of the processing
times are affected by the factors A1, A2 and As. The assignment
of ﬂexible operations may also change with respect to the
processing time values selected from different intervals which is
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According to the results of percent deviations for each factor
combination presented, we may claim that the performance of
the EFFLOW algorithm is independent of the level of the factors.
The algorithm generates good quality solutions at both levels.
Although the factor n mainly determines the size of the problem
and CPU time to solve the problem, presented results indicate
that the EFFLOW algorithm performs better for high level of
number of jobs. When the number of jobs increases, the error
tolerance in determination of processing time values and assign-
ments of ﬂexible operations may increase.
The percent deviations of the EFFLOW algorithm from Models
1 and 2 solved by DICOPT and from Model 1 solved by BARON are
arranged according to each factor being at levels L and H, which
are presented in Table 3. When mean deviations of the EFFLOW
algorithm from DICOPT are considered, the algorithm performs
better when A1 and A2 are at low levels and As is at high level with
respect to both Models 1 and 2. The algorithm has the bestTable 3
Percent deviations for each factor level.
Factor Level DICOPT
Model 1 Mod
Min Mean Max Min
A1 L 5.95 0.04 0.37 2.5
H 4.27 0.03 0.55 4.3
A2 L 5.95 0.026 0.55 4.3
H 4.27 0.01 0.42 2.5
As L 5.22 0.01 0.42 4.3
H 5.95 0.026 0.55 1.4
n L 3.75 0.038 0.55 1.2
H 5.95 0.054 0.38 4.3
Table 4
Overall deviations.
Model 1 (DICOPT) Model 2 (DICOPT)
Min Mean Max NNS Min Mean
0.0595 0.00003 0.0055 20 0.0438 0.0
Table 5
CPU times of mathematical models (DICOPT) and EFFLOW algorithm.
n A1 A2 As GAMS (DICOPT)
Model 1
Min Mean Max
20 L L L 0.16 10.6 1000
20 H L L 0.02 7.02 651
20 L H L 0.01 26.7 1000
20 L L H 0.16 3.56 74
20 H H L 0.02 9.94 805
20 L H H 0.08 6.96 594
20 H L H 0.06 9.18 748
20 H H H 0.16 2.85 79
30 L L L 0.14 66.4 1000n
30 H L L 0.14 90.14 1000n
30 L H L 0.14 49.41 1000
30 L L H 0.11 74.17 1000
30 H H L 0.02 65.2 1000n
30 L H H 0.09 57.37 1000n
30 H L H 0.2 81.24 1000n
30 H H H 0.02 25.04 1000performance when n¼30 with respect to the minimums of min,
mean and max deviations at this level. According to the devia-
tions under the column of BARON, the EFFLOW algorithm again
performs better for n¼30 for BARON as for the DICOPT.
In Table 4, the overall percent deviations of all factor combina-
tions along with the number of cases where DICOPT is failed to
produce integer solutions (denoted by NNS) are presented. Mean
deviations show that the EFFLOW algorithm improves both
Models 1 and 2 solved by using DICOPT. DICOPT outputs better
results for Model 1 than Model 2 when mean deviations are
considered. The mean deviation of the EFFLOW algorithm from
Model 1 solved by BARON is 0.0011, which indicates that the
EFFLOW algorithm generates high quality solutions.
5.3. CPU times
CPU results of all factor combinations are presented for the
EFFLOW algorithm, Models 1 and 2 solved by DICOPT in Table 5.BARON
el 2 Model 1
Mean Max Min Mean Max
5 0.03 0.41 0.08 0.10 0.61
8 0.02 0.61 0.19 0.12 1.70
8 0.06 0.55 0.19 0.13 1.70
5 0.01 0.61 0.08 0.09 0.55
8 0.02 0.61 0.19 0.11 1.00
2 0.03 0.55 0.16 0.11 1.70
4 0.01 0.61 0.06 0.12 0.61
8 0.06 0.32 0.19 0.10 1.70
Model 1 (BARON)
Max NNS Min Mean Max
0025 0.0061 33 0.0019 0.0011 0.0170
EFFLOW
Model 2 Algorithm
Min Mean Max Min Mean Max
0.19 6.11 115 0.0044 0.0072 0.0091
0.12 5.69 87 0.0029 0.0072 0.0107
0.21 4.97 86 0.008 0.0112 0.0188
0.18 2.86 59 0.0044 0.0059 0.0085
0.01 5.69 113 0.0062 0.01 0.0143
0.16 6.09 235 0.005 0.0072 0.0125
0.14 2.6 33 0.005 0.008 0.01
0.2 6.04 150 0.0062 0.0123 0.0293
0.16 82.4 1000n 0.0044 0.0079 0.0158
0.2 129.71 1000n 0.0068 0.0115 0.0187
0.17 88.72 1000n 0.0062 0.0105 0.0187
0.2 24.92 1000n 0.0062 0.0076 0.0087
0.19 81.59 1000n 0.0081 0.0132 0.0187
0.16 40.76 1000n 0.0087 0.0157 0.03
0.23 72.62 1000n 0.0062 0.0115 0.0231
0.22 40.54 1000n 0.0125 0.0181 0.0256
Table 6
Overall deviations for 1 s time limit.
n Model 1 (DICOPT) Model 2 (DICOPT)
Min Mean Max NNS Min Mean Max NNS
20 0.1062 0.00016 0.0055 15 0.0185 0.00016 0.0061 31
30 0.1867 0.00162 0.0068 36 0.0285 0.00141 0.0030 35
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possible to run the mathematical model till the end by DICOPT.
Therefore, we run the DICOPT with a time limit of 1000 s, which is
the default. The same limit is also used for BARON. BARON solver
did not stop before the time limit exceeded for all replications,
which means every replication has a CPU time of 1000 s. There-
fore, we do not present a CPU time requirement table for BARON.
The results indicate that the proposed algorithm can generate
a high solution quality in a very small CPU time compared to
DICOPT and BARON. As the number of jobs increases, the increase
in the CPU time is very small for the proposed algorithm. As can
be seen in Table 5, DICOPT cannot generate any integer solutions
in 1000 s for some of the replications, represented as 1000n. Also
for some of the replications, DICOPT stops due to 1000 s CPU
restriction and reports the best integer solution. Solver BARON
can generate integer solutions for all replications unlike DICOPT.
According to the analysis in Section 5.2, BARON generates better
solutions than DICOPT. However, the CPU requirement of BARON
is much higher as compared with DICOPT. On the contrary, the
EFFLOW algorithm is advantageous to both of these in terms of
CPU times.
Mean CPU time requirements of DICOPT for Models 1 and 2 are
36.61 and 37.58 s, respectively. Minimum and maximum CPU
time requirement of DICOPT for both models are 0.01 and 1000 s,
respectively. As we mentioned before, CPU time requirement of
BARON for Model 1 is 1000 s. CPU requirement of the EFFLOW
algorithm is the smallest. It needs 0.01 CPU time on the average.
Minimum and maximum CPU time requirement of the algorithm
are 0.003 and 0.029 s, respectively.
Our computational study clearly indicates that the proposed
EFFLOW algorithm can obtain results that are similar in their
solution quality to the results obtained by solving the same
problem by using commercial mixed integer nonlinear program-
ming solvers but in a much shorter CPU time. In each instance, we
limit the solver running time to 1000 s. One logical question
would be measuring the impact of the CPU upper bound on the
DICOPT results. The average CPU time for the EFFLOW algorithm
was 0.01 s. When we set the CPU time for the DICOPT as 0.1 s,
DICOPT could not ﬁnd a feasible integer solution in nearly all
instances and hence it is not possible to make meaningful
comparisons. Therefore, we set the CPU upper bound to 1 s for
the DICOPT solver. The new results are summarized in Table 6.
The numbers of noninteger solutions are increased for both
Models 1 and 2 and the mean deviations get slightly worse as
expected. When n¼30, the maximum deviation of Model 1 solved
by DICOPT with a time limit of 1 s seems to be greater than when
the time limit is 1000 s. This results from a single instance for
which no integer feasible solutions could be found with DICOPT in
1 s. Therefore, instead of the maximum deviations, the number of
noninteger solutions is a better measure for this comparison. The
proposed linearized version, denoted as Model 2, performs better
than Model 1 for a shorter CPU time upper bound. In general, the
DICOPT solver obtained its best result early on for both models
but could not prove its optimality for a long time, especially
when n¼30.6. Conclusions
In this paper, we studied a nonpreemptive two-machine ﬂowshop
environment in which identical jobs are processed. Each job has three
operations, one of which is a ﬂexible operation such that the ﬂexible
operations should be assigned to one of the machines in order to
minimize the makespan. In this study, the processing times of
operations are assumed to be controllable, so the processing times
of operations should also be determined. We considered a bicriteria
objective of minimizing total manufacturing cost and makespan.
Since these two objectives cannot be minimized at the same time,
we determined a set of efﬁcient discrete points of makespan and
manufacturing cost objectives. We proposed two nonlinear mixed
integer programs to solve the problem. The models were solved using
DICOPT and BARON solvers of GAMSwith a time limit of 1000 s. Since
the mathematical programming formulations may not be efﬁcient in
terms of CPU time, we proposed an algorithm that generates high
quality solutions in small CPU time. At each nondominated point, we
had to solve two challenging optimization problems to determine the
assignment of ﬂexible operations and processing times for each
operation simultaneously. We developed some optimality properties
of the problem to propose closed form expressions to determine the
optimum processing times in a polynomial time for a given assign-
ment of ﬂexible operations. As a future research, this study can be
extended by increasing the number of machines and/or ﬂexible
operations. Another extension of this paper may be studying different
scheduling environments instead of a ﬂowshop.Acknowledgments
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